How to use Course Search

1. **ACCESS COURSE SEARCH AT** [HTTPS://COURSESSEARCH.GTCC.EDU](HTTPS://COURSESSEARCH.GTCC.EDU)

2. **CLICK THE** [Sign In] **BUTTON ON THE TOP RIGHT.**

3. **VIEW OPEN AND/OR COLLEGE TRANSFER SECTION REPORTS TO DETERMINE WHAT SECTIONS ARE OPEN OR SKIP TO #3 TO REGISTER**

   Click on the links near the top of the page to view reports showing open sections. The number of available seats in each section is updated every three minutes.

Sections are displayed with the number of open seats available.
4 Add sections to preferred list and register

Select a link on the bottom half of the page to view sections, add them to your preferred list, and register:

Click on a heading to sort or click to the right of the column heading to filter results by values in any column.
When you find a section that you would like to add to your preferred list, click on the link in the Title column for that section.

At the bottom of the page, you will find a button to add this section to your preferred list.

[Add To Preferred List]

Go to your preferred list.

When you are ready to register, click the Go to your preferred list link to register.